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� This paper proposed a three-phase heterogeneous model to investigate ECR treatment.
� This paper highlighted a discussion of different configurations of multiple cathodes.
� The present model reveals some important features of aggregate effects during ECR.
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Electrochemical chloride removal (ECR) is an efficient and curative way for treating reinforced concrete
structures about to suffer or already suffering from chloride attack. In order to provide a deep under-
standing of the mechanisms of ECR, this paper presents a mesoscale numerical model, which considers
the multi-species coupling in pore solution, electrochemical reactions taking place at electrodes, multi-
species binding between solid and liquid phases, as well as the effect of applied current density and
treatment time on the efficiency of chloride removal. The concrete presented in this model is treated
as a heterogeneous composite material with three constituent parts, including not only mortar but also
volume-controllable aggregates and interfacial transition zones; each as one phase. Through a further
study on the different configurations of multiple reinforcing bars as cathodes, a quantitative discussion
regarding the economic issue of different cathode configurations is highlighted. In addition, the present
three-phase model reveals some important features of aggregate effects which could not be discovered
from previous one-phase models.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is well known that the penetration of ions, especially chloride
ions, is the main reason causing the corrosion of reinforcing steel in
concrete structures. Considering both the cost and efficiency of the
rehabilitation methods, electrochemical chloride removal (ECR) or
electrochemical chloride extraction (ECE) is a conventional and
curative way for treating reinforced concrete structures about to
suffer or already suffering from chloride attack. The repair method
of ECR was first reported in the 1970s [1]. The idea involves mount-
ing an external anode surrounded by a suitable liquid electrolyte
on the surface of the concrete and applying a high direct current
density between the anode and the embedded reinforcing bar act-
ing as a cathode. During a conveniently short time (usually a few
weeks), most of the chlorides in the concrete are driven away from
the reinforcement cathode into the external electrolyte near the
anode due to the action of the applied current. As a result, the chlo-
ride-contaminated concrete can be eventually rehabilitated and its
service life thus extended.

Since the invention of ECR in the 1970s, a large number of lab-
oratory tests have been carried out to investigate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the method as well as the possible side effect of
the electrochemical treatment on the mechanical properties of
concrete and the bond strength between reinforcement and
concrete [2–25]. Apart from the experimental studies, significant
progress has also been made in developing numerical models
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[28–40] to simulate the process of the treatment. Concrete is a het-
erogeneous material with complicated microstructure organisa-
tion. Experiments can provide important and valuable data but
individual effects of various factors are difficult to determine
because of the interactions between the different factors [26,27].
In contrast, numerical models have the great advantage in provid-
ing detailed information and investigating parametric effects. With
the advance of computer science and the progress of computa-
tional mathematics, numerical modelling becomes more and more
popular, particularly for problems of complicated geometries and
those involving many physical parameters. The existing numerical
models of ECR often focus on obtaining the chloride distribution
profiles versus time and/or space under the influence of various
factors (i.e. treatment time, current density, binding effect, addi-
tives, temperature etc.) by assuming the concrete as a one- [28–
38] or two-dimensional single phase material [39,40]. In most of
these studies, a single cathode was used, indicating that the rein-
forcing bars were isolated from each other in the structure, which
may not be true in reality [18]. It is obvious that if the reinforcing
bars are connected together, the situation would be quite different
for the ECR treatment as short circuits are produced between steel
electrodes, which will obviously have an impact on the chloride
removal. This kind of impact has not been properly addressed in
literature. Moreover, most of the existing models use the single
phase model, i.e. assuming the concrete as a homogeneous porous
material. However, recent studies showed that aggregates and the
interfacial transition zone (ITZ), which is the area around the
aggregate where there is a porosity gradient as the cement paste
close to the aggregate is less porous than the rest of the cement
paste, can have significant effects on the transport of ions [41],
indicating that the concrete should be treated as a heterogeneous
material of multiple phases. More recently, Liu and Shi [40] pre-
sented a numerical model of ECR, which demonstrated the impor-
tance of inclusion of aggregates in the simulation of ECR and
reported the results of chloride removal when the cathode is
selected at different positions. However, their work did not discuss
or show how the current distribution affects the chloride removal.

In this paper, a two-dimensional mesoscale model is presented,
which considers the multi-species coupling in pore solution, elec-
trochemical reactions taking place at electrodes, multi-species
binding between solid and liquid phases, as well as the effect of
applied current density and treatment time on the efficiency of
chloride removal. The concrete presented in this model is treated
as a heterogeneous composite material with three constituent
parts, namely mortar matrix, aggregates and ITZs, each as one
phase. Through a further study on the different configurations of
multiple reinforcing bars as cathodes, a quantitative discussion
regarding the economic issue of different cathode configurations
is highlighted. In addition, the present three-phase model reveals
some important features of aggregate effects which could not be
discovered from previous single phase models.
2. Theoretical background

The ECR treatment in the present study is applied to a two-
dimensional piece of concrete, which is treated as a heterogeneous
composite material of three constituent parts, namely mortar
matrix, aggregates and ITZs, each as one phase. Since the aggre-
gates are much denser and have much higher resistance to ionic
penetration than the other two parts, they are assumed to be
impermeable. Correspondingly, the other two parts, mortar and
ITZs are assumed to be two independent porous materials, in
which ionic transport is taking place.

Assume that the porous material in ITZs and mortar phases is
saturated, the pore solution in these two phases is the ideal and
dilute solution, and there are no chemical reactions involved
between ionic species. In this case the transport of ionic species
can be expressed in terms of the mass conservation and current
conservation as follows,

@Ck

@t
¼ �rJk k ¼ 1; . . . ;n ð1Þ

I ¼ F
Xn

k¼1

zkJk ð2Þ

where Ck is the concentration, zk is the charge number, Jk is the flux,
t is the time, I is the current density, F = 9.648 � 10�4 C mol�1 is the
Faraday constant, subscript k represents the k-th species, and n is
the total number of the species contained in the mortar.

Diffusion and migration are considered as the dominated parts
of ionic transport in this study; therefore, the flux of an ionic spe-
cies can be described using Nernst-Planck equation as follows,

Jk ¼ �DkrCk � DkCk
zkF
RT
rU k ¼ 1; . . . ;n ð3Þ

where Dk is the diffusion coefficient, R = 8.314 J mol�1 K�1 is the
ideal gas constant, T = 298 K is the absolute temperature, and U is
the electrostatic potential. Substituting Eq. (3) into (1) and (2),
yields,
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Since the present simulation employs a 2D numerical concrete
model, the current density term in Eq. (5) need be expressed in
terms of its two components in a rectangular coordinate system
when solving for the electrostatic potential, i.e.,
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where Ix and Iy are the components of the current density in x- and
y-directions, respectively. Since the current density satisfies
r � I = 0, Ix and Iy can be calculated by solving the following Laplace
equation,

r2w ¼ @
2w
@x2 þ

@2w
@y2 ¼ 0 ð8Þ

where Ix ¼ @w
@x and Iy ¼ @w

@y. The boundary conditions of w is that, at
the cathode its normal derivative equals to the externally applied
current density, that is @w

@n ¼ IX, where X represents the cathode
boundary, while at the anode its function value equals to zero,
which enforces the conservation of current between the inward at
anode and the outward at cathode.

Note that, for concrete ionic transport takes place in the pore
solution and during the course of the transport of ions, some of
them may be bounded to the pore surface both physically and
chemically. To take into account the ionic binding, Eqs. (1) and
(4) need to be modified as follows,
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where Sk is the concentration of bound ions of species k. Experimen-
tal data [13,33,34] suggest that the relationship between the bound
and free chloride concentrations is almost independent of the
removal rates and approximately satisfies the Langmuir isotherm:

Sk ¼
aCk

wð1þ bCkÞ
ð11Þ

where w is the content of the water in which diffusion occurs,
expressed per unit weight of mortar, a = 0.42 and b = 0.8 mol�1 l
are the constants which were determined based on the experimen-
tal data for w = 0.3 [13]. Hence, it is convenient to use a parameter
kk ¼ a

wð1þbCkÞ2
to express the proportionality between the concentra-

tion rates of free and bound chloride ions, so that Eq. (10) can be
simplified as:

1þ kkð Þ @Ck

@t
¼ rðDkrCkÞ þ r

zkDkF
RT

� �
CkrU

� �
ð12Þ

Note that Eq. (12) is applied only to chloride ions. Whether it
can also be applied to other ionic species remains unknown. In lit-
erature there is no experimental data about the binding of other
ionic species. However, because of the charge balance it is believed
that other ionic binding would also take place. Therefore, in the
present study, the chloride binding is used based on the experi-
mental data [13], while the binding of other four ionic species is
simply assumed based on the charge balance. This means that
the bound part of chlorides kCl

_CCl is balanced by other four ionic
species, with �kCl

_CCl=5 contributed by hydroxyl ions, kCl
_CCl=5 con-

tributed by each of the three positive ionic species.
In summary, Eqs. (8) and (12) can describe the ionic transport in

a saturated pore medium. The concentration profile of each ionic
species and the gradient of electrostatic potential can be obtained
for a given current density distribution if initial and boundary con-
ditions of them are properly provided. Note that when Eq. (12) are
applied to multi-phase pore medium (i.e. mortar phase and ITZs in
this study), one has to use individual transport properties for each
phase, whereas continuous conditions are imposed for both con-
centrations and fluxes at the interfaces between different phases.
The details of the geometric modelling of the concrete of multi-
phases will be given in following section.
3. Numerical simulation

A numerical simulation is conducted to predict ECR applied to a
plain concrete specimen for a period of 12 weeks. The concrete
specimen is modelled as a square plate of side length L = 50 mm.
Four reinforcing steel bars of 5 mm radius are equally spaced in
the specimen as shown in Fig. 1. Initially, the concrete specimen
is saturated with a solution of five ionic species, potassium,
sodium, chloride, hydroxyl and calcium. Externally, a constant
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of simulated ECR set up.
direct current (DC) is applied between the reinforcing steel bars
and an anode placed on the left side of the specimen. The anode
is inserted into a suitable compartment of electrolyte, which has
a much greater volume than the concrete specimen. More notably,
to investigate the effect caused by different cathode configurations,
the cathode is arranged into three different cases. Case 1 is only
when the right side bars are connected; Case 2 is only the left side
bars are connected; Case 3 is all bars are connected. The steel bars
which are connected are assumed to have the same current den-
sity, the value of which is equal to the externally applied current
density. The three cases of different cathode configurations will
be examined separately in the following ECR modelling.

Apart from the cathode configurations, the effects of aggregates
and ITZs are also quantitatively examined in this study by using a
series of two-dimensional, three-phase FEA models with various
aggregate volume fractions (Va). It may be noticed from Fig. 1 that,
both the electrode setting and geometry of the specimen in each
case are symmetric about the horizontal central line. Hence, for
the simplification of investigation, only a half of the specimen,
50 mm � 25 mm, is modelled. Fig. 2 shows one of the three-phase
models adopted in this simulation (Va = 0.5), in which the circular
areas represent the impermeable aggregates (except for the two
steel bars, whose centres are respectively located at x = L/4 and
x = 3L/4) with the radii ranging from 1.5 mm to 10 mm. These
aggregates are randomly generated in the geometry by using MAT-
LAB software. Note that though the shape of aggregates may not be
such perfectly circular in reality, particle shape only makes a mod-
est influence on the transport properties of concrete according to
the previous studies [42,43]. Outside each aggregate, there is an
aureole ITZ shell wrapping the aggregate. Note that the real thick-
ness of ITZs in normal concrete is only 20–50 lm [44,45]. However,
this kind of thin layer creates some difficulty in the element mesh
of ITZs due to the computing limitation; therefore, the ITZ layer in
the present model is artificially increased to 100 lm. In order not
to overestimate the ITZ effect, the increase of the ITZs volume in
the present model is compensated by the reduction of the diffusion
coefficients of ions in the ITZs. Outside the ITZs, the remaining part
of the concrete model represents the mortar matrix. Fig. 3 shows
the corresponding finite element mesh used. As the aggregate
phase (white area) is assumed to be impermeable as well as the
ionic transport takes place only in the mortar and ITZ phases, only
the latter two phases are meshed.

The basic settings (i.e. boundary and initial concentrations, the
charge number and diffusion coefficients) of the five individual
ionic species used in the simulation are shown in Table 1. It should
be mentioned about the diffusivities that, existing data show that
the ratio of diffusion coefficients of ions in ITZs and in bulk cement
paste is about 4–15, depending on the porosity and water-to-
cement ratio of individual specimens [46-48]. However, as afore-
mentioned, considering the use of a large value for the thickness
Fig. 2. The geometry of 3-phase mesoscale concrete model (Va = 0.5, 100 lm thick
ITZ).



Fig. 3. Finite element mesh of the 3-phase concrete model (Va = 0.5, 100 lm thick ITZ).

Table 1
Charge number, diffusion coefficients, initial and boundary concentrations.

Field variables Potassium Sodium Chloride Hydroxide Calcium

Boundary concentration, mol/m3 (at anode, x = 0) 5 5 10 25.2 12.6
Initial concentration, mol/m3 100 900 380 620 0
Charge number 1 1 �1 �1 2
Diffusion coefficient in mortar phase, �10�10 m2/s 0.39 0.27 1.02 5.28 0.16
Diffusion coefficient in ITZ phase, �10�10 m2/s 1.17 0.81 3.06 15.8 0.48

Fig. 4a. Current flow pattern: Case 1 – single right cathode configuration.

Fig. 4b. Current flow pattern: Case 2 – single left cathode configuration.

Fig. 4c. Current flow pattern: Case 3 – double cathode configuration.

Fig. 4d. Zoom-view of current flow pattern.
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of ITZs in the geometric models, the diffusion coefficient in the ITZ
phase for each ionic species here is taken as three times that for the
mortar phase.
When the current is applied through the two electrodes electro-
chemical reactions at the two electrodes will take place. In general,
during the ECR treatment, the following electrochemical reactions
occur at the cathode,
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2H2Oþ O2 þ 4e� ������!electrolysis
4OH� ð13Þ

2H2Oþ 2e� ������!electrolysis
2OH� þH2 ð14Þ

And at the anode,

4OH� ������!electrolysis
2H2Oþ O2 þ 4e� ð15Þ

2H2O ������!electrolysis
O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ð16Þ

Eqs. (13)–(16) imply that hydroxyl ions will be generated and
destroyed at the cathode and anode, respectively. These generated
or destroyed hydroxyl ions are in equivalent to provide an inward
and an outward flux of hydroxyl ions. Mathematically, these fluxes
are related to the current density externally applied, i.e.
Fig. 5a. Distribution profiles of io
JXOH ¼
IX
F

ð17Þ

Unlike the hydroxyl ions, the other four ionic species at cathode
have zero flux and thus their boundary conditions are,

JXk ¼ 0 k–OH ð18Þ

The boundary conditions at the anode are provided in Table 1.
4. Simulation results and sensitive analysis

4.1. Cathode configurations

One of the purposes of this study is to examine how the cathode
configuration affects the performance of ECR. For this purpose, a
nic concentration for Case 1.



Fig. 5b. Distribution profiles of ionic concentration for Case 2.
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constant current density of 5 A/m2 is applied in each of the three
mentioned cases. By solving the mass conservation and Laplace
equations, the results of current density and concentrations of
the five species are obtained. Fig. 4 respectively depicts the current
flow patterns in the three cases, in which the colour legend shows
the magnitude of the current density and the arrow shows the ori-
entation of the current flow. It is observed from the figure that,
overall the current flows from the anode to the cathode and at
the edge of an aggregate the flow is along its tangent direction.
Also, it can be seen from the colour legend that, the current density
in the region between anode and central cathode is much higher
than that in the region behind the steel bar and far away from
the anode. Note that some of the arrows around the steel cathode
do not exactly point toward the centre of the circular bar. This is
due to the effect of the current density along the tangent direction
at the boundary, as the plot provides the magnitude and direction
of the current density vector.

As is to be expected, the current flow in Case 2 (single left cath-
ode) (see Fig. 4b) occurs mainly in the left region of the specimen
between the anode and the steel bar that acts as a cathode. In con-
trast, the current flow in the other two cases (see Figs. 4a and 4c) is
widely distributed in the whole area of the specimen. For Cases 1
and 3, though the two patterns are similar they do have distinct
features. First and more obviously, the orientations of current flows
around the two steel bars are both inward in the double cathode
configuration although the inward flow around the left bar seems
very close to the tangent direction, whereas in the single right
cathode configuration, the current orientations are tangential to
the left bar, which behaves as an aggregate. Moreover, from the
observation of colour legends, Case 3 has the larger magnitude of



Fig. 5c. Distribution profiles of ionic concentration for Case 3.

Fig. 6. Comparison of different cathode configurations on chlorides removed from
specimen by ECR.

Fig. 7. Comparison of different cathode configurations on daily rate of chloride
removal from specimen by ECR.
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Fig. 8. (a) and (b). Distribution profiles of ionic concentration for 1 mA/m2.
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Fig. 8. (continued)
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current density and interestingly its value approximately equals
the sum of the other two cases (including the maximum). This
reveals that the distribution of current density in the double cath-
ode configuration superimposes those in the two single cathode
configurations. The last but not least, with a more careful examina-
tion on the colour legends from the anode to the right cathode, one
may notice that the current density value in Case 1 is distributed
more evenly than that in Case 3. As is shown in Fig. 4c, the density



Fig. 9. (a) and (b). Distribution profiles of ionic concentration for 3 A/m2.
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magnitude in the region from the anode to the left cathode is much
larger than that in the region between the two cathodes. The most
likely reason for this phenomenon is that the presence of the left
cathode delays the current flow in the region between the two
bars, which indicates that the double cathode configuration may
cause a certain degree of energy waste during the ECR treatment,



Fig. 9. (continued)
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especially in the areas between the steel bars when they are acting
as the cathode.

Additionally, from the zoom view shown in Fig. 4d, one may
find that the current flow around each aggregate displays as pairs
of double arrows, which reflects the influence of ITZs; this kind of
feature cannot been found in any one- or two-phase models.

The 3-D plots shown in Figs. 5a–5c provide a good view on the
concentration distributions of potassium, sodium, chloride and



Fig. 10. (a) and (b). Distribution profiles of ionic concentration for 5 A/m2.
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hydroxyl ions under a 12-week ECR treatment, obtained in the
three cases discussed above, in which the two plane coordinates
represent the position of the variable in the two-dimensional con-
crete model and the vertical coordinate is the value of concentra-
tion. Due to the much lower concentration, the profiles of
calcium ions are not shown there. It is clear from Figs. 5a–5c that,
the profiles of different configurations are qualitatively similar. The
concentration always reaches the lowest value at the left boundary



Fig. 10. (continued)
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due to the effect of boundary condition there. Also, the concentra-
tion around the cathode forms as convex for the positively charged
ions (i.e. potassium and sodium) and as concave for the chloride
ions. Notably, for the negatively charged hydroxyl ions, the con-
centration around the cathode forms not as concave like the chlo-
rides but as convex like the two cations. This is due to the



Fig. 11. Comparison of different current densities on chlorides removed from
specimen by ECR.
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electrochemical reactions taking place at the steel cathode (Eq.
(13)), which provides an inward flux for the hydroxyl ions. It is
noted that the flux generated at the cathode is quicker than the
flux flow away from the cathode. Consequently, the concentration
of hydroxyl ions increases with the treatment time, as is demon-
strated in Fig. 5b

Figs. 4 and 5 only offer a qualitative comparison on the effect of
cathode configuration. For a better understanding of the perfor-
mance and efficiency of the ECR treatment employed in the three
different cases, Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the total
amount of chlorides removed from the specimen and the treat-
ment time. The total chlorides removed are calculated fromR L=2

o

R s
0 JCldtdy, where JCl is the flux of chlorides at the boundary

x = 0 and the time used for the comparison s is from 1 day to
84 days. It is seen from Fig. 6 that, among the three different cath-
ode configurations the double cathode configuration has the high-
est removed chlorides, whereas the single left cathode
configuration has the lowest removed chlorides. Note that the total
currents applied in the two single cathode configurations are iden-
tical and the total current applied in the double cathode configura-
tion is twice that in the single cathode cases. Therefore, although
the double cathode configuration has the best performance, it is
not the best in terms of the efficiency since the sum of the removed
chlorides in the two single cathode cases is larger than the
removed chlorides in the double cathode case. In order to conclude
this finding, a simulation using the double cathode configuration
but with a current density of 2.5 A/m2 (i.e. keep the total current
identical to that used in the two single cathode cases) is also car-
ried out, and the results are superimposed in Fig. 6. As is to be
expected, the total chloride removed by using the double cathode
configuration with a low current density is in between the results
of the two single cathode cases. This suggests that the longer the
distance between the anode and cathode, the better the perfor-
mance of ECR that can be obtained. This conclusion is further dem-
onstrated by the results shown in Fig. 7, which illustrates the daily
removal of chlorides in each discussed case. Though all three cases
experience an efficiency drop on the chloride removal during the
treatment period, the single right cathode configuration has the
most moderate downward trend and thus the best efficiency. The
removal rate in the single left cathode configuration or double
cathode configuration drops quickly when compared to the single
right cathode configuration and becomes constant after about
20 days, whereas in the single right cathode configuration the
removal rate becomes constant after almost 40 days.

4.2. Current density

Based on the foregoing discussion, it is suggested that Case 1,
the single right cathode configuration, is the most prudent choice
for ECR. Therefore, this type of cathode configuration is adopted
for the further study to examine the effect of current density.
Figs. 8–10 respectively show the concentration distributions of
the four species under the influence of a small (1 mA/m2) and
two large (3 A/m2 and 5 A/m2) current densities. Each frame of
individual variable represents one instantaneous moment from
the 4th week to the 12th week. Fig. 8 shows the concentration dis-
tribution profiles corresponding to a current density of 1 mA/m2

applied to the steel cathode. It is revealed that, under such a low
current density, the transport of ionic species is dominated by
the diffusion process, in which all of ions shown move towards
the anode where their concentrations are relatively low. The steel
cathode does not have much influence on the transport process
since the movements of ions almost entirely take place along the
x-axis but rarely occur in the y-axis direction (The few extraordi-
nary cases which happened along the y-coordinate are simply
because the tortuosity effect caused by the aggregates phase). Also
it can be found from the figure that, the ionic species of higher dif-
fusion coefficients (i.e. hydroxyl) move more rapidly than those of
lower diffusion coefficients. As the applied current density
increases, the migration plays an increasingly significant role in
the transport process. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that, when the cur-
rent density applied to the steel cathode reaches 3 A/m2, the trans-
port behaviour is much different from that shown in Fig. 8. The
maximum concentration values of the figures shows that the chlo-
ride ions are steadily removed from the region close to the steel
with increased treatment time, whereas potassium and sodium
ions do the opposite. In terms of the hydroxyl ions, they also
migrate from cathode to anode like chloride ions do, but on the
other hand, they increase along the cathode boundary because of
the electrochemical reactions taking place at the cathode as previ-
ously mentioned. Emphatically, though the performances between
hydroxyl and the two positively charged ionic species are similar,
the essences are rather different. It also can be seen Fig. 8 that,
since the current flow exists mainly between two electrodes as
explained in Fig. 4, the ionic transport in the region behind the cen-
tral steel is still controlled by diffusion, which makes the removal
of ions in that region more difficult. The migration process remains
dominant between the two electrodes when the applied current
density increases further. Fig. 10 describes the ionic concentration
distribution profiles with the current density of 5 A/m2 applied at
the steel cathode. It can be found from the figure that, with the lar-
ger current density, more chloride ions move away from the steel
cathode while more potassium and sodium ions move towards the
cathode. Hydroxyl ions increase more quickly at the cathode
although part of them move away from the cathode to the anode.
However, this upward trend does not experience markedly for the
region behind the steel where the diffusion process dominates.
This means that the increase of current density causes very little
influence on ECR at the places where there are no electrodes
clamped. The 2-D plot of the total chlorides removed from the
specimen shown in Fig. 11 gives a detailed comparison of the effect
of applied current density. It is shown that the larger the current
density applied, the more chlorides can be removed.
4.3. Aggregate and ITZ phases

To explore the influence of aggregates and ITZs on the perfor-
mance of ECR, a set of simplified simulations are conducted, in



Fig. 12. (a) and (b). Distribution profiles of ionic concentration for 1-phase model.
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which all aggregates and ITZs are removed from the above three-
phase model. The results of concentration distributions when a
current density of 5 A/m2 is applied are shown in Fig. 12. A careful
comparison between Figs. 10 and 12 shows that the three-phase
model (aggregate volume fraction of 0.5) can transport more ions
than the one-phase model does, both in amount and speed. This
is mainly because that, for a given current density applied at a steel
bar the inclusion of aggregates in concrete leads to larger current



Fig. 12. (continued)
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density in the mortar phase and thus accelerates the transport of
ions and increases the removal of chlorides. From the comparison
of concentration profiles, it seems that the concentration profiles in
the three-phase model with an external current density of 3 A/m2

match well with those in the one-phase model with an external
current density of 5 A/m2. However, it should be mentioned that,



Fig. 13. Comparison of 1- and 3-phase models on chlorides removed from
specimen by ECR.
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the presence of aggregates will also increase the tortuosity effect
and thus have a negative impact on the transport of ions [40,41].
Furthermore, the total chlorides removed are also dependent on
the porosity. The higher the porosity, the more the chlorides can
be removed. Of interest is which of these two opposite effects is
dominant in terms of the chloride removal. Fig. 13 shows a com-
parison of the total chlorides removed by ECR obtained from
one- and three-phase models for two different current densities,
respectively. It is interesting to find from the figure that the differ-
ence between total chlorides removed from the specimen pre-
dicted by the two models is dependent on both the current
density and treatment time. In the short period the one-phase
model predicts higher chloride removal, whereas in the long term
the three-phase model predicts higher chloride removal. However,
the difference between them seems not very significant. This indi-
cates that the effect of the increase of current density in mortar
phase due to the presence of aggregates on the ECR treatment
can more or less compensate the effect of the increase in tortuosity
and decrease in porosity caused by the presence of aggregates.
5. Conclusions

This paper has proposed a three-phase numerical model to
investigate the performance and efficiency of ECR treatment. Based
on a series of parametric analyses on the influence of multiple
cathodes, current density, treatment time and inclusion of aggre-
gates, the following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) The choice of cathode in ECR treatment is very important.
Not only can it affect the performance but also the efficiency
of the treatment. For the three cases discussed, the single
right cathode configuration provides the most efficient
way in removing chlorides.

(2) The amounts of removed chlorides increase with the exter-
nally applied current density and treatment time. However,
the daily removal rate of chlorides will decrease with the
treatment time, indicating that the efficiency of ECR drops
also with the treatment time.

(3) There are twofold effects of aggregates on the model predic-
tion of the ECR treatment. One is the increase in current den-
sity due to the reduction in area where current can flow; the
other is the changes of tortuosity and porosity. However, in
terms of the total chlorides removed by ECR, these two
opposite effects provided by the presence of aggregates
can approximately cancel each other.
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